


The following 1d10 list of giant rat-themed trinkets can be used to fill giant rat dens, tunnels, nests, dungeons, or any other 

space occupied by giant rats. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the ideas listed 

below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Loot Item
1. A small shortsword and shield taken from a slayin halfling adventurer. A frustrated hobgoblin animal handler was 

attempting to train their giant rats to use these two items in combat but to no avail.

2. A thumb ring made from a giant rat’s bleached foot bone. It is always just a little too tight which causes the rat’s 

claws to scratch and tear at the wearer’s flesh while trying to put it on or take it off.

3. A pair of thigh-high boots made from the skin of several giant rats. Various straps and buckles made from the rats’ 

teeth and bones cover the boots, and its laces are made from several of their long, hairy tails.

4. A large wire cage which a gentle ogre keeps their giant pet giant rat in. Inside the cage is a wheel made from human 

bones for the rat to run on as well as a small house for it to sleep in made from twigs and grass.

5. A crude leather collar with a small piece of scrap metal attached to it. Carved onto the metal is the name “Mrs. Nib-

bleston” and instructions on who to return the giant rat to if she is ever found wandering the forest.

6. A set of leather and plate armor worn by a nearby goblin boss’s giant rat mount. The armor is made from the blood-

stained bones of a slightly larger giant rat with several of its rib bones affixed as tusks to the helmet.

7. A small pouch made from unicorn skin. Inside the pouch are dozens of rotting fingers and toes from various human-

oids which a hobgoblin feeds to its pet giant rats as snacks whenever they do something cute.

8. A complex saddle built by sprites which can be attached to a giant rat. Mounted on the saddle is a heavy crossbow 

which could be used by the sprites while hunting or as a deadly ballista in battles. 

9. A fake giant rat made from the furs and skins of other small vermin, stuffed with hay, and given large button eyes. 

This terrifying doll is used by a group of village children to play pranks and scare their grandparents. 

10. An airtight mask shaped like the skeletal face of a giant rat with clear lenses over the eyes. It belongs to a hag who 

relishes in concocting deadly diseases and using giant rats to spread them to nearby towns.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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